LEARN ABOUT YOURSELF

CREATE AN ACCOUNT AT ACD.IUPUI.EDU/PERSONALITY

MY USERNAME

MY PASSWORD

DISCOVER MAJORS AND CAREERS MATCHED TO YOUR PERSONALITY AND PREFERENCES AT ACD.IUPUI.EDU/PERSONALITY

DIRECTIONS

1. Click “ME” or “NOT ME” for each question.
2. Record your scores below.
3. Read about your personality categories and blend results.
4. Review your Career Personality blend, possible career fields, and reflect on your results.

Your Assessment Results

There are seven core personalities. Write down your results on the lines provided, then review the different personalities and circle characteristics that sound like you and cross out those that do not. Do your choices match your inventory?

ACTION TAKER

- Goal oriented
- Uses manual/physical skills
- Hands-on work
- Athletic, practical, applied
- “Get the job done” mentality

INVENTOR

- Creative, contemporary
- Uses art to communicate
- Eclectic, expressive, introspective
- Gets “lost in their work”
- Enjoys creative projects

PLANNER

- Enjoys working in a system
- Uses details, data, & numbers
- Loves procedure & routine
- Methodical, precise, detailed
- Thrives in an office setting & completing work in an organized manner

NATURALIST

- Drawn to natural environment
- Works with plants & animals
- Enjoys the outdoors
- Orderly, functional, efficient
- Excels when working in nature

VISIONARY

- Charismatic, innovative & takes charge
- Takes on leadership roles
- Ambitious & energetic
- Loves to take risks & set trends
- Skilled at gaining confidence from others

ANALYZER

- Inquisitive, keen eye for experimental nature
- Delves, studies, looks deeply at information
- Enjoys solving problems
- Excels at uncovering new information
- Scientific mindset

MENTOR

- Caring & people oriented
- Skilled at communication
- Enjoys improving other’s lives
- Enjoys working in a team setting
- Patient & compassionate
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Your Career Personality Blend
My blend is: __________________ & __________________

Which characteristics from your personality blend sound like you? List them here.

Which characteristics from your personality blend DO NOT sound like you? List them here.

Look at your Best Work Environment description. Rank the most important to you in order.

1. ______________________________
2. ______________________________
3. ______________________________
4. ______________________________

Investigating Career Options

Careers from my results I want to learn more about:

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________

Careers from results that were not a good fit for me:

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________

What makes a career a good fit or poor fit for you?

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________

What’s Next?

DIG DEEPER:

Complete FOCUS by going to go.iupui.edu/focus and the accompanying major-career resource guide to continue the process of self exploration.

DISCUSS YOUR RESULTS:

Schedule an appointment to meet with your advisor or career consultant to process your results and learn what your next step is in furthering your career goals. Keep this sheet for your appointment.